Knight Time
© Debi Montgomery
Fabric Requirements
For this design I started with challenging myself to step away from the stars and do something
different. The group had been helping a quilter with a monochrome (black/white) with red
palette. I took those colours and the no stars challenge to create this one. I was sitting in bed
with hubby watching tv, playing with the design well into the night, hence the name.
We need four fabrics showing heaps of contrast with each other. You don’t have to choose
monochrome, but we will need three hues with a pop fabric. It is important that the three main
fabrics are different to each other as we have some 3-D and contrast work that I want you to
see, secondary patterns are too much fun to miss out on. Contrast is the key.
The large version has both lattice and a border included in the size and fabric requirements.
In the small version, the lattice and border are NOT included in the size or requirements. I will
be creating the extra large, it is a rectangle, I will add the border and lattice to make it large
enough for my king-sized bed.
I have added the lattice amounts into the dark position. If you want one but not the other
(lattice and/or border), please take that into consideration when collecting your fabrics. I will
be using a controlled scrappy palette in blacks, whites, greys, and reds. I really need to hit
this scrap pile hard!
Here’s what we need:
Small 72” x 84”

Extra Large 91” x 104”

LIGHT

2 yards

2-3/4 yards

MEDIUM

2-1/4 yards

3-1/4 yards

DARK

2 yards

2-3/4 yards

POP

1-1/2 yards

2-1/4 yards

No special tools are required…YAY!!
Here are some control fabrics I have pulled, all
other “scraps” will remain within these colours
and hues.
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